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We offer sufficient conditions for the uniform stability and uniformly asymptotic
stability of the zero solution of the nonlinear difference system
x n q 1 y l x n q f n , x s 0, n g N ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n
w x Ž .where l g 0, 1 , f : N = S “ R, S is the set of all functions f: N yk, 0 “ R
Ž . Ž . Ž .for some k g N, and x g S is defined by x m s x n q m for m g N yk, 0 .n n
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let Z denote the set of all integers. For any a, b g Z, define N a s
 4 Ž .  .a, a q 1, . . . , N a, b s a, a q 1, . . . , b when a F b. Consider the delay
difference system
x n q 1 y l x n q f n , x s 0, n g N , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
w x Ž .where l g 0, 1 , f : N = S “ R, S is the set of all functions f : N yk, 0
Ž . Ž .“ R for some k g N, and x g S is defined by x m s x n q m forn n
Ž .m g N yk, 0 .
Ž .Equation 1.1 as a special case includes the linear equation
x n q 1 y x n q p x n y k s 0, n g N , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
U Ž .This work was partially supported by NNSF grant 19671027 of China.
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whose oscillation and stability have been investigated by several authors;
w x Ž .see, for example, 2, 4, 5, 9 . For the stability of 1.1 of some other special
w xcases, we refer to 3, 7, 8 . By using Liapunov functions, Elaydi and Zhang
w x Ž .1 studied the stability of 1.1 . In this paper, we discuss the stability of
Ž .1.1 by using a direct method instead of Liapunov function techniques.
Ž .  Ž .4By a solution of 1.1 , we mean a sequence x n of real numbers that is
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined for all n g N n y k and satisfies 1.1 for n g N n for some0 0
n g N. It is easy to see that for any given n g N and a given initial0 0
Ž . Ž .function f g S, there is an unique solution of 1.1 , denoted by x n, n , f0
such that
x n q j, n , f s f j for j g N yk , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
For f g S, define the norm of f as
5 5f s max f j : j g N yk , 0 , 4Ž . Ž .
and for any H ) 0,
5 5 4S s f g S : f - H .H
We assume that there exists a real number a ) 0 such that for any f g S ,a
yp M yf F f n , f F p M f , n g N , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .  Ž .4  4where M f s max 0, max f i and p is a sequence of non-ig NŽyk , 0. n
negative real numbers.
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 1.3 , we find f n, 0 ’ 0 for n g N. Thus 1.1 always has the zero
solution.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. The zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable if for
each « ) 0 and any n g N, there exists a d ) 0 independent of n such0 0
that if f g S , thend
x n , n , f - « for n g N n .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. The zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly attractive if
there is a positive constant h independent of n such that f g S implies0 h
x n , n , f “ 0 as n “ ‘.Ž .0
Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. The zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly asymptotically
stable if it is uniformly stable and uniformly attractive.
w xFor the general background on difference equations, refer to 11]13 .
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The main purpose of this paper is to establish the following theorems:
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Assume that 1.3 holds and
n k q 2
ny i kq1l p F 1 q l , n g N k . 1.4Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk
Ž .Then the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable.
w . Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Assume that l g 0, 1 , 1.3 holds, and
n k q 2
ny i kq1l p F a - 1 q l , n g N k . 1.5Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk
Ž .Then the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Assume that l s 1, 1.3 holds, and
n 3 1
p F a - q , n g N k . 1.6Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk
Ž .Then e¤ery oscillatory solution of 1.1 tends to zero as n “ ‘.
Ž .Consider the special case of 1.1 ,
m
f n , x s p x n q k ,Ž . Ž .Ýn n , j n , j
js1
w . Ž . Ž .where p g 0, ‘ and k g N yk, 0 for n g N, j g N 1, m . Then forn, j n, j
Ž . many a ) 0, 1.3 holds with p s Ý p . As a consequence of Theoremsn js1 n, j
1.1 and 1.2, we have:
w xCOROLLARY 1.1. Assume l g 0, 1 and
n m k q 2
ny i kq1l p F 1 q l , n g N k .Ž .Ý Ý i , j 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk js1
Then the zero solution of the difference equation
m
x n q 1 y l x n q p x n q k s 0 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n , j n , j
js1
is uniformly stable.
w .COROLLARY 1.2. Assume l g 0, 1 and
n m k q 2
ny i kq1l p F a - 1 q l , n g N k .Ž .Ý Ý i , j 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk js1
Ž .Then the zero solution of 1.7 is uniformly asymptotically stable.
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In view of Theorem 1.3, we obtain:
COROLLARY 1.3. If
n m 3 1
p F a - q , n g N k , 1.8Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i , j 2 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk js1
and
‘ m
p s ‘, 1.9Ž .Ý Ý i , j
is1 js1
then the zero solution of the equation
m
x n q 1 y x n q p x n q k s 0 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n , j n , j
js1
is uniformly asymptotically stable.
 Ž .4 wProof. If we can prove that every nonoscillatory solution x n n g
Ž .x Ž .N n of 1.10 satisfies0
lim x n s 0, 1.11Ž . Ž .
n“‘
then the proof of the corollary follows by Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.3.
 Ž .4  Ž .4In fact, since x n is nonoscillatory, we assume that x n is eventually
 Ž .4positive; the case where x n is eventually negative is similar and will be
omitted. Let
x n ) 0 for n g N n y kŽ . Ž .
Ž .for some positive integer n g N n .0
Ž .In view of 1.10 , we know
x n q 1 y x n F 0 for n g N n .Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ž .4 Ž .Thus x n is nonincreasing for n g N n . Let
lim x n s l G 0.Ž .
n“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .If l ) 0, since x n G l for n g N n , summing up both sides of 1.11
from n s n q k to ‘, we get
‘ m




‘ m ‘ m
l p F p x n q k s x n q k y l - ‘.Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýn , j n , j n , j
nsnqk js1 nsnqk js1
‘ m Ž . Ž .Therefore Ý Ý p - ‘. This contradicts 1.9 , so l s 0 and 1.11nsnqk js1 n, j
holds.
Ž .Remark. We may consider 1.1 as a discrete analogue of the delay
differential equation
xX t q 1 y l x t q f t , x s 0. 1.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Ž . w xThe stability of 1.12 has been studied in 10 .
For the sake of convenience, throughout this paper, we will use the
convention
j
p ’ 0 whenever j F i y 1Ý n
nsi
and
x n s x n , n , f .Ž . Ž .0
2. PROOF OF THEOREMS
We need the following lemma.
 Ž .4 w Ž .x Ž . ULEMMA 2.1. Let x n n g N n y k be a solution of 1.1 , n g0
Ž . Ž U .  < < Ž U U .4N n q 2k q 2 , and B n s max x : n g N n y 3k y 2, n y 1 -0 n
a. If
n k q 2
ny i kq1l p F c q l , n g N k , 2.1Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk
wŽ . Ž Ž .. xholds for some c g k q 2 r 2 k q 1 , 1 , and either
x nU G 0 and x nU ) l x nU y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
or
x nU - 0 and x nU - l x nU y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
< Ž U . < Ž U .then x n F cB n .
Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .Proof. We assume that x n G 0 and x n ) l x n y 1 . The case
Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .where x n - 0 and x n - l x n y 1 is similar and is omitted. It is
Ž U .easy to see that Lemma 2.1 holds for l s 0 or k s 0 or x n s 0. Thus,
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Ž U . Ž U . Ž U .we assume that x n ) 0, x n ) l x n y 1 , l ) 0, and k G 1. By
Ž . Ž U . Ž .U1.1 , f n y 1, x - 0 and so by 1.3 ,n y1
yp U M yx U F f nU y 1, x U - 0,Ž . Ž .n y1 n y1 n y1
Ž . Ž U U .which implies, by the definition of M f , that there is n g N n y k, n1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž U .such that x n y 1 F 0, x n ) 0, and x n ) 0 for n g N n , n . In1 1 1
Ž . Ž .view of 1.1 and 1.3 , we have
x n q 1 y l x n s yf n , x F p M yxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
F p B nU for n g N n , nU y 1 , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0
w .and thus there is a real number j g n y 1, n such that1 1
l x n y 1 q x n y l x n y 1 j y n q 1 s 0. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1
Ž .Since for any l g N 0, k ,
n y11
n ynql n y1yi1 iyl x n y l s yx n q x i q 1 y l x i lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý1
isnyl
n y11
n y1yi1s x i q 1 y x i lŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
isnyl
y n y j x n y l x n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Ž U . Ž .for n g N n y 1, n y 1 , by using 2.2 , we obtain1
n y11
U nyly1yi nylyn1x n y l F B n l p y n y j l pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i 1 n y11
isnyl
n y11
U nyky1yi nykyn1F B n l p y n y j l p , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i 1 n y11
isnyk
Ž U . Ž .where n g N n y 1, n y 1 and l g N 0, k .1
Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.4 into 1.1 , we get
x n q 1 y l x nŽ . Ž .
n y11
U nyky1yi nykyn1F B n p l p y n y j l p ,Ž . Ž .Ýn i 1 n y11
isnyk
n g N n y 1, nU y 1 . 2.5Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž Ž .. kq1 nUy1 yiLet b s c q k q 2 r 2 k q 1 l and b s l p for i gi i
Ž U . Ž U .N n , n y 1 . Then b F p for i g N n , n y 1 . We now consider two0 i i 0
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possible cases:
yky1w nUy1 Ž . x Ž .Case 1. d s l Ý b q n y j b F 1. By using 2.3 andisn i 1 n y11 1
Ž .2.5 , we get
nUy1
U UU n yn n y1yn1x n s l x n q x n q 1 y l x n lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý1
nsn1
s ln
Uyn 1 n y j x n y l x n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
nUy1
Un y1ynq x n q 1 y l x n lŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
nsn1
F ln
Uyn 1 n y j B nU pŽ . Ž .1 n y11
n y11
n yky2yi yky11= l p y n y j l pŽ .Ý i 1 n y11
isn y1yk1
nUy1
U Un y1ynq l B n pŽ .Ý n
nsn1
n y11
nyky1yi nykyn1= l p y n y j l p .Ž .Ý i 1 n y11
isnyk
From the above inequalities and the definition of b , we see thati
U Uyky1x n F l B n n y j b b y n y j bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n y1 1 n y11 1
Un y1 n
ny i ny1yn1q b b y l p y n y j l pŽ .Ý Ýn i 1 n y11ž /
nsn isn1 1
Un y1 n
Uyky1 kq1F l B n l db y b bŽ . Ý Ýn i
nsn isn1 1
Un y1
2 2y n y j b b y n y j bŽ . Ž .Ý1 n y1 n 1 n y11 1
nsn1
2Un y1
U 1yky1 kq1s l B n l bd y b q n y j bŽ . Ž .Ý n 1 n y12 1ž /nsn1
Un y1
21 2 2y b q n y j b .Ž .Ý n 1 n y12 1ž /nsn1
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Since
2U Un y1 n y1122 2b q n y j b G b q n y j bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn 1 n y1 n 1 n y1U1 1ž /n y n q 11nsn nsn1 1
and
nUy1
kq1b q n y j b s l d ,Ž .Ý n 1 n y11
nsn1
we find
12 2U Uyky1 kq1 kq1 kq1x n F l B n l bd y 1r2 l d y l dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 k q 1Ž .
k q 2
U kq1 2s B n bd y l dŽ . ž /2 k q 1Ž .
k q 2
U Ukq1F B n b y l s cB n .Ž . Ž .ž /2 k q 1Ž .
yky1w nUy1 Ž . xCase 2. d s l Ý b q n y j b ) 1. In this case, thereisn i 1 n y11 1
Ž U .exists n g N n , n such that2 1
nUy1 nUy1
yky1 yky1l b F 1 and l b ) 1.Ý Ýi i
isn isn y12 2
Ž xTherefore, there exists a real number h g n y 1, n such that2 2
Un y1
yky1l b q n y h b s 1. 2.6Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 n y12
isn2
If n G n q 1, then2 1
x nU s I q I ,Ž . 1 2
where
I s x n y l x n y 1 n y j ln
Uyn 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1
n y22
Un y1ynq x n q 1 y l x n lŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
nsn1
q h y n q 1 x n y l x n y 1 ln
Uyn 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2
I s n y h x n y l x n y 1 ln
Uyn 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 2 2
nUy1
Un y1ynq x n q 1 y l x n l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
nsn2
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Ž . Ž .In view of 2.2 and 2.6 , we have
n y22
U UU Un yn n y1yn1I F B n p n y j l q B n p lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1 n y1 1 n1
nsn1
q h y n q 1 B nU p ln
Uyn 2Ž . Ž .2 n y12
n y22
Us B n n y j b q b q h y n q 1 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1 n y1 n 2 n y11 2
nsn1
nUy1
yky1= l b q n y h b .Ž .Ý n 2 n y12ž /nsn2
Ž .By 2.5 ,
n y11
U Un yn n yky2yi2 2I F n y h l B n p l pŽ . Ž . Ý2 2 n y1 i2
isn yky12
n y1ykyn2 1y n y j l pŽ .1 n y11
U n y1n y1 1
U Un y1yn nyky1yi nykyn1q l B n p l p y n yj l pŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn i 1 n y11
nsn isnyk2
n y11
Uyky1 n y1yi2s l B n n y h b l p y n y j bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 n y1 i 1 n y12 1½
isn yky12
U n y1n y1 1
ny iq b l p y n y j b .Ž .Ý Ýn i 1 n y11 5
nsn isnyk2
Thus
x U s I q In 1 2
U n y1 n y1n y1 1 2
Uyky1 nyiF l B n b l p q b y n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn i i 2 n y12½
nsn isnyk isn2 1
n y12
n y1yi2q n y h b l p y n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý2 n y1 i 2 n y12 2 5
isn yky12
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Un y1 n
Uyky1F l B n b b y b y n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn i 2 n y12½
nsn isn2 2
q n y h b b y n y h bŽ . Ž .2 n y1 2 n y12 2 5
Un y1 n
Uyky1 kq1s l B n l b y b bŽ . Ý Ýn i
nsn isn2 2
Un y1
2 2y n y h b b y n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý2 n y1 n 2 n y12 2
nsn2
2Un y1
U 1yky1 kq1s l B n l b y b q n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý n 2 n y12 2ž /nsn2
Un y1
21 2y b q n y h b .Ž .Ý n 2 n y12 2ž /nsn2
Since
2U Un y1 n y112 2b q n y h b G b q n y h bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn 2 n y1 n 2 n y1U2 2ž /n q 1 y n2nsn nsn2 2
and
nUy1




U U Ukq1x n F B n b y l y s cB n .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2 2 k q 1Ž .
If n s n , then2 1
x nU s x n y l x n y 1 n y j ln
Uyn 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
Un yn1q n y h x n y l x n y 1 lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
Un y1
Un y1ynq x n q 1 y l x n l .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
nsn1
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Similarly, we can prove
x nU F cB nU .Ž . Ž .
The proof of the lemma is completed by combining Cases 1 and 2.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. 1.4 implies 2.1 holds with c s 1. For any
Ž x Ž .2 kq1 Ž« g 0, a and n g N, define d s «r l q b , where b s 1 q k q0
. Ž Ž .. kq12 r 2 k q 1 l . We will show that f g S impliesd
x n - « , n g N n . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .In fact, in view of 1.1 and 1.3 , we know
5 5x n q 1 F l x n q f n , f F ld q p fŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 n0
F l q b d - « F a,Ž .
x n q 2 F l x n q 1 q f n q 1, xŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 n q10
25 5F l l q b d q p x F l q b d - « F a.Ž . Ž .n q1 n q10 0
In general, we can obtain by induction
x n - « , n g N n q 1, n q 2k q 1 . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
U Ž . Ž U .For any n g N n q 2k q 2 and B n - a, we claim0
U Ux n F B n . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž U . Ž U .In fact, we may assume that x n G 0. The case where x n - 0 is
Ž U . Ž U . Ž .similar and will be omitted. If x n F l x n y 1 , 2.9 clearly holds. If
Ž U . Ž U . Ž .x n ) l x n y 1 , since 2.1 holds for c s 1, by Lemma 2.1, we know
Ž .2.9 holds.
Ž . Ž . ŽWe now prove 2.7 holds for n g N n q 2k q 2 . Since B n q 2k q0 0
.  < Ž . < Ž .4 Ž .2 s max x n : n g N n y k, n q 2k q 1 - « F a, by 2.9 , we have0 0
x n q 2k q 2 - « .Ž .0
Ž .By repeatedly using 2.9 , we get
x n - « , n g N n q 2k q 2 . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 2.8 and 2.10 , we find 2.7 holds and the proof of Theorem
1.1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In view of Theorem 1.1, we see that the zero
Ž .solution of 1.1 is uniformly stable. Thus we need only to prove that the
Ž .zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly attractive. We assume that k G 1; the
Ž .case where k s 0 is easy and will be omitted. By 1.5 , there exists a
ŽŽ . Ž Ž .. . Ž .constant c g k q 2 r 2 k q 1 , 1 such that 2.1 holds.
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Denote
a
U  4h s , c s max l, c - 1.2 kq1
l q bŽ .
Ž x wŽ . U x Žw xFor each g g 0, a , let T s ln g y ln a rln c ? denotes the greatest
. Ž . Ž .integer function and n g s 3k q 2 T q 2k q 2. We will show that1
f g S impliesh
x n - g for n g N n q n g . 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1
By Theorem 1.1, we know
x n - a, n g N n y k .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .By Lemma 2.1, we see that for any n g N n q 2k q 2 , either0
x n F l x n y 1Ž . Ž .
or
x n F cB n ;Ž . Ž .
thus
Ux n F c B n , n g N n q 2k q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Naturally
Ux n F c B n q 2k q 2 ,Ž . Ž .0
n g N n q 2k q 2, n q 2k q 1 q 3k q 2 .Ž .0 0
By induction, we have
iUx n F c B n q 2k q 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0
n g N n q 2k q 2 q i y 1 3k q 2 , n q 2k q 1 q i 3k q 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
which implies
Tq1 Tq1U Ux n F c B n q 2k q 2 - c a - gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
for n g N n q n g ;Ž .Ž .0 1
Ž . Ž .i.e., 2.11 holds. This implies that the zero solution of 1.1 is uniformly
attractive, and the proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete.
Ž .2 kq1Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let h s ar 1 q b . In view of the proof of
 Ž .4 Ž .Theorem 1.1, we see that f g S implies the solution x n of 1.1 ish
bounded. Let
lim sup x n s p , lim inf x n s q.Ž . Ž .
n“‘n“‘
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Then q F 0 F p. We will show that
p s q s 0 2.12Ž .
Ž .holds. In fact, if 2.12 does not hold, we assume that p G yq and p ) 0.
The case where p - yq and q - 0 is similar and will be omitted.
ŽŽ . . Ž .Let 0 - « - 1 y c r2 p. Then there exists an integer m g N 2k0 0
such that
q y « F x n F p q « for n g N m . 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .  Ž .4Since lim sup x n s p ) 0 and x n is oscillatory, then there existsn“‘
Ž .an integer m g N m q 3k q 2 such that1 0
x m ) p y « and x m ) x m y 1 . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1 1
Ž .By Lemma 1.1 and 2.13 we know
x m s x m F cB m F c p q « . 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.14 and 2.15 imply that p y « - c p q « , which contradicts the fact0 0
ŽŽ . . Ž .that « - 1 y c r2 p. Thus 2.12 holds and completes the proof.0
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the difference equation
3x n q 1 y x n q f n , x s 0, n g N , 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n4
where
3p
2 2f n , x s x n y i q n x n y 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 2 ž /n q 4 is0
2453
for n g N and p g 0, .ž /5600
Let
33 p
2 2l s , k s 3; f n , f s f yi q n f y3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 ž /4 n q 4 is0
p s p for n g N.n
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that 1.3 and 1.5 hold with a s 1 and a s 175r64 p.
Ž .Thus by Theorem 1.2, the zero solution of 2.16 is uniformly asymptoti-
cally stable.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation
ly n q 1 s y n exp q 1 y y n y k , 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n
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where
l g 0, 1 , k g N , q ) 0 for n g N.Ž . n
Ž .When l s 1, 2.17 can be viewed as a discrete population model of the
delay logistic equation
yX t s r t y t 1 y y t y t , 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xwhich has been investigated in 14, 15 .
If there is a constant b such that
n k q 2
ny i kq1l q F b - 1 q l , n g N k , 2.19Ž . Ž .Ý i 2 k q 1Ž .isnyk
Ž . Ž .then the equilibrium solution y n ’ 1 of 2.17 is uniformly asymptoti-
cally stable.
In fact, let
x n s ln y n , n g N.Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then 2.17 becomes
x n q 1 y l x n q q e xŽnyk . y 1 s 0, n g N. 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .By 2.19 , there exists r g 1, ‘ such that
k q 2
kq1rb - 1 q l . 2.21Ž .
2 k q 1Ž .
ŽŽ x . .Since lim e y 1 rx s 1, there is a d ) 0 suchx “ 0
< x < < <e y 1 F r x for x g yd , d .Ž .
Denote
f n , f s q efŽyk . y 1 .Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .Then 1.3 and 1.5 hold with a s d and a s rb. In view of Theorem 1.2,
Ž .we see that the zero solution of 2.20 is uniformly asymptotically stable,
Ž . Ž .that is, the equilibrium solution y n ’ 1 of 2.17 is uniformly asymptoti-
cally stable.
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